OVERALL COMMENTS:
There needs to be a unification of how certain “parts” of the Play, Shop, and Stuff tabs are written
stylistically. Here are the different parts and my suggestions.
On the Shop > Heroes tab, there are rollovers for each hero. I have taken a screencap of the weakest
rollover, which is for Dobbin. This rollover has a distinctive “voice” but the rollover is very abstract and
has very little information. This is a problem primarily because this is a store and this is the first
opportunity we have to get someone interested in buying this hero. Whatever is said here needs to be
exciting enough to lure the player into clicking on the hero. Ideally, they would say who the hero was,
what their playstyle is, or tell us about their defining attribute.

For example: “Dobbin may be small, but his bombs pack quite a punch. Not afraid to get his hands dirty,
Dobbin digs tunnels to aid his allies.”
It still has some personality, but there’s a reason to keep reading about the hero: he has bombs, and he
digs tunnels.
If the player does click on Dobbin, they are taken to the Shop > Heroes > Hero tab
This page should be a further sales pitch. There are other tabs that go into detail about Dobbin’s powers,
unique traps, stats, upgrades, and biography, so this page should be an overview that compels the
player to learn more. Right now, Dobbin’s description is a reiteration of what the rollover said about
him. Trying to summarize most of his skills would be a good place to start.

Overlooked by larger enemies because of his size, Dobbin can tunnel to his enemies’ doorstep and give
them a face full of dynamite. His tunnels can be used by allies, making him a valuable teammate.
Or
Dobbin acquired his skills protecting his mining claim, but his allies welcome them on the battlefield.
Ignored by large enemies due to his size, his tunnels, explosives, and deadly shovel make him a valuable
ally.
Alternately, something from the character’s point of view might be interesting as well.
In other examples, this page uses language like “AoE,” “Area of Effect,” “DoT,” “Damage over time,” and
“buff/ debuff.” Again, these descriptions are not consistent. Sometimes they are abbreviated,
sometimes they aren’t, and sometimes they aren’t used at all. My reaction is to not use them at all on
this page, but use them on the powers page. Be whimsical here and say “Torches all enemies around
him” and then explain later that it’s an AoE when the skill itself is discussed in detail.
That being said, power descriptions should be to the point.

This sounds fine, but I would suggest standardizing the words that they use. If we’re using Area of Effect,
use that consistently (other descriptions say “radius,” “circle,” or something more whimsical when
talking about the same concept). Making decisions about whether something explodes on “contact” or
“impact” would also help avoid conclusion. Impact was used elsewhere, so perhaps we should stick with
that.
This description also displays a flaw that is in many of the descriptions: usage of the verb “to do.” Using
“does” instead of “deals” or “inflicts” is imprecise. It also sounds juvenile in certain applications. I
suggest choosing between “deals” or “inflicts” to avoid confusion. Other words, like “bonus” vs.
“additional” should also be consistent.

There are only a few minor adjustments I would suggest to this page. The first is to try to avoid second
person (you and your). The second is to standardize second. Abbreviating second when next to numbers
is efficient, but it causes a problem with consistency when writing phrases like “+20 Damage per
second.” If it was abbreviated to “sec,” it would seem more natural and consistent to say “Damage per
sec” and it would be shorter. I’ve also see +5/s as per second and that works fine too. But it should be
consistent.
Style guide concerns for this page. My first reaction would be to really, really standardize these
descriptions: “+15 health regeneration (or just regen) per sec near allied traps,” “-10 mana cost
reduction to Spare Dynamite,” “-50% effectiveness for control effects cast on player (or hero).” Make
them brief, make them easy to read and understand by making them the same.
Capitalization is all over the place, especially on this page. Across the board, I suggest implementing a
simple rule: no caps unless using a proper noun. Names of character, names of places, names of powers,
and names of buffs/ debuffs, would be capitalized, but nothing else. There’s no real reason to capitalize
words like “damage.”
There are some gray areas with this, of course. For instance, names of races are not consistently
capitalized. Everyday usage dictates that the names of races and species are not capitalized. For
example, no one ever capitalizes “human” or “horse,” but they want to capitalize “Orc” and “Dwarf.”
There is no reason to do so. But then again, everyone does it. In Star Trek for instance, “Vulcan” is
always capitalized, as is “Klingon.” Humans are called “Terrans,” and that word is usually capitalized. On
the other hand, properties like The Lord of the Rings and Mass Effect do not. It’s really a matter of taste,
but it does need to be consistent.

This brings me to a side note: some of the flavor text and items mention gnomes, but there are no
gnomes in this game (that I’ve seen, anyway). It would be more consistent if we blamed the dwarves for
that stuff. We also don’t even say that Dobbin is a dwarf, though we probably should. Ivy, come to think
of it, is an elf, but we don’t say anything about her race either. We probably need to mention that.
My last comments are on quotation marks and parentheses. I don’t think either is necessary. If the
power’s name is capitalized, that sets it apart enough, and anything in parentheses could just be said as
an additional sentence.
So let’s talk about flavor text…

This is not a bad example of flavor text, but it’s not a good one either. The description of the trap is fine,
but the flavor text is off. I’m okay with developing the lore here and I’m very enthusiastic about jokes.
But the jokes have to be funny. Randomness is not always funny and neither is rambling. Many of the
ideas for the flavor text are good but just fall flat because they are too diffuse or rely on player
knowledge that isn’t there. Many of them also are quotes from people we will (I’m assuming) never
meet in game—like Dobbin’s wife, Brass. Brass appears in flavor text at least five times, and I don’t think
that she will ever be important. If this was an RPG game or if there was franchise fiction going for this
universe, my comments would be different. Right now however, we need to focus on the lore that is
there. Use the Order, use the characters, use existing races that we see in game, and don’t use joke
names. Build the lore of what we have—don’t create new people that we won’t ever see, or worse, we’ll
have to retcon later. Giving them front-and-center quotes makes them seem important—more
important than our heroes which could be confusing to players.

Also, here’s a good way to avoid being diffuse. Sentences and paragraphs have places of emphasis. What
I mean is that if you place a word at either the beginning or the end of a sentence (or the beginning or
ending of a paragraph) it emphasizes the importance of that word. Ending on something important
instead of trailing off with something not important will strengthen the flavor text and descriptions.
(These comments extend to ALL flavor text, not just that of the traps)

So let’s talk about the trap page. This is the only place where I would suggest that the display change at
all. That stats column tells me very little. If you could squeeze one more row in there and maybe throw
in a column that told me how much damage, the description wouldn’t be so cramped. There needs to be
a place to talk about buffs and debuffs so the description doesn’t have to define “hero-seeking” every
time there’s a description of a “hero-seeker” item.
And there’s Brass again. That would be “Brass’s.” Yes, it looks weird, but yes, that’s how it should be.
Weird stuff: one trap is called the “Powerup Damage” when it should be “Damage Powerup” since a
related trap is called “Shield Powerup.” Right now, the stats page says “Stats of X” instead of “X’s Stats.”
That sounds really odd to me.

So, let’s talk about grammar. Ideally, attribute descriptions should be like résumé bullet points but in
present tense. They should be fragments and start with a verb.
Many of the descriptions start with “will,” or they use “cast” instead of “casts.” I understand this
confusion and where it comes from. The minions are confusing. There are two dwarves there. They
should “cast” a shield.
[The dwarves] cast a shield.
But for our purposes, I think it serves us better to think of the dwarves as a unit.
[This unit] casts a shield.
[This unit] Takes reduced damage from traps.
[This unit] Is not affected by…
Of course, this may not work in all cases, but it should work in most of them.
Also, this is another example of flavor text gone overboard. The quote uses “mysticism” incorrectly, the
quote isn’t very meaningful, and we’ve made up a person we may not need.
Verbs in general are a problem here, mainly for the reasons discussed earlier regarding “deal” and
“inflict,” but using more active, precise verbs would also help make the endeavor more exciting for the
player.

Gear also needs to be consistent. I’m on the side of sell, sell, sell (meaning make them sound cool) but I
could see how resume-type sentences would be less confusing. I would suggest either making them
sound whizbang or starting the sentence with a verb like “Disables.” The way it is written now, it’s hard
to even judge what it is.

I love the flavor text on this, and we have these beautiful, intricate stat and attribute tables… Why is the
description so short and boring? Pump up the jam.
Another minor note is on contractions. They are not used consistently. I’ve seen both “can’t” and
“cannot” in text. I don’t care which is used, but it needs to be consistent.
There were also some consistent errors in punctuation. The most common was the comma splice.
A comma splice occurs when a comma is inserted between two independent clauses without a
coordinating conjunction or when it is inserted between an independent and a dependent clause.
An independent clause could stand as a complete sentence on its own. It has a unique subject and verb.
A dependent clause cannot stand on its own and shares a noun or verb with its related dependent
clause. There are several options on how to punctuate these sentences. Of course sentences have more
than just subjects and verbs, but you know you have a complete sentence if both are present and the
sentence makes sense.
Subject + verb . Subject + verb.
Subject + verb , and/ but/ yet subject + verb.
Subject + verb ; subject + verb. NOTE: words after the semicolon are only capitalized if they appear in
titles.
I see that the Kurt Vonnegut school of writing is being followed here which posits that the semicolon is
totally useless. That’s both true and not true. Yes, the job of a semicolon can be done by a comma and a
conjunction or a period, but semicolons can be a good stylistic choice if you’re just trying to change it
up. Ernest Hemingway used them frequently.
Other comma errors were present. You are supposed to end a prepositional phrase at the beginning of
the sentence with a comma:
After midnight, we’re going to let it all hang out. (Eric Clapton? Yes? No?)
If/ then statements also need commas.
If you think it’s going to rain, then you’d better bring an umbrella.
POV is also an issue. Third person is usually used (Dobbin deals/ [the unit] casts) but sometimes second
person is used (you press the button). Eliminate all second person to be consistent.
That concludes the major issues I think could be addressed. Feel free to disagree with me; I’m not
married to any of these ideas and have presented them just as suggestions. I hope that they are helpful
in your revisions.

